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GROW YOUR
WEALTH WITH
OG CAPITAL
Sit back and let your money work for you 

Partner with us and earn a
return on
your capital36%



HOW IT WORKS 

OG Capital Finance Limited is a licensed micro 
lending company established to develop, invest 
in, and generate profits from micro enterprises; 
and to become synonymous with Micro 
business development. Since 2019, we have 
redistributed wealth by allowing ordinary 
people use their idle funds to provide funding 
to micro businesses through us, and get 
rewarded for it.
 
In February 2022, we raised an undisclosed 
amount of equity and we are now valued at 
$4M CAGR of 34.2%. We are growing at  with 
an astonishing  non performing loans.1.95%

When you partner with us, you are simply 
enabling us provide capital to more businesses 
by increasing our capital base. We manage your 
portfolio and extend the funds provided by you 
to high profit businesses who are looking for 
equipment financing or cash flow support. As a 
result of this, you get paid a fixed return.

ABOUT US



MEET THE
FOUNDER
OG Adoga, MBA

OG’s interest in encouraging his entrepreneur 
friends metamorphosed from the friendly 
issuance of loans to a full fledged finance 
company. "Our credit systems are still very 
exclusionary, we intend to fix that. There is a 
big trust deficit and we will bridge that gap 
and make lending attractive again”

OG is a finance professional and holds a Risk 
Management Certification from the New York 
Institute of Finance. He has a decade of 
growth and management experience, which 
enables him to ensure quality control and 
drive customer success.

Twitter @DoubleOGAdoga

WHY DO WE
DO THIS?
- Micro businesses are unable to access 
funds due to a lack of a proper 
collateral or a good credit history. 

- People are also looking for safe places 
to invest their monies with rest of mind.

- We are the bridge between the two. 
We improve the distribution of capital to 
entrepreneurs and also incentivize 
lending for people with idle cash.



Most Ponzi schemes have a modus 
operandi; they promise high yields and fixed 
returns on volatile assets, in difficult 
industries where they have no control. They 
are not regulated nor audited. Since they 
have no capital or interest gains, they 
eventually crash and become unable to 
deliver on their hefty promises.

OG Capital has been in existence since 2019 
and we have built a community.

- We do not trade in Forex, Cryptocurrency or 
any volatile markets. 
- We are regulated and licensed.

- We leverage equipment financing to lend your 
funds to profitable enterprises that you can verify 
and inspect.
 This is why we can promise a fixed return. 
The businesses we fund are well known. 
There's no technical secret anywhere around 
us.

- We are a licensed money lender SN 1632210
- Risks are hedged as our equipment loans are 
insured by Mutual Benefits Assurance PLC

IS THIS ANOTHER PONZI SCHEME?



STALLION
PARTNER

LION
PARTNER

DRAGON
PARTNER

10,000  - 99,000 100,000 - 499,000 500,000 - 5,000,000 

(Receive invites to special 
events, town hall meetings 
and community gatherings)

(Receive stock options and 
get a seat on the board)

Our Offer to You
Partner with us and earn as much as  on your capital 36%
without lifting a finger.
We invite you to join us as a non-equity investor and receive 
3% interest on your principal every month for at least 6 
month. Surest way to earn money without doing anything 
 
Interested? Talk to us, someone is waiting to speak to you 
on phone right now.

C A T E G O R I E SC A T E G O R I E S

Contact Us:
Hall, 2nd Floor, Mafallah Shopping
Complex, Karu Site Roundabout.

www.ogcapital.com.ng

@ogcapital_

@ogcapital_finance

+234 810 585 6041

t



My experience with OG Capital so far 
has been completely smooth and 
amazing really. The 2 things I enjoyed 
with OG Capital mainly are 
professionalism and consistent 
communication, from time to time. 
Someone calls to check on how I am 
doing, someone calls to wish me Happy 
Birthday so I felt like a friend and 
occasionally I get emails updating on 
progress of the organization and my 
investment with OG Capital. It's been a 
wonderful experience really.

Manasseh Mashi
Dragon Partner

I got a loan at a critical time when I 
needed to buy feed for my pigs. There 
was no money anywhere. I put a call 
across and filled a form, and to my 
greatest surprise my account was 
credited within a day. I like the fact that 
their interest rate is very reasonable 
and their loans are fast.

They call every 3 months to ask if you 
want to withdraw or re-invest, I joined 
last year and my money is almost 
doubled. I think the important thing is "I 
can actually see what they are doing 
with the money, they fund micro- 
businesses and I can see the results.
My experience has been nothing but 
amazing. It's been stress free and easy. 
I am looking at increasing my funds 
because they help me save and the 
money grows.

Joy Danladi
Dragon Partner

John Oniga
Business Owner 
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